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Analysis of the  results in the literature

In the  « perfect » indications
• Single compartment disease
• Correctible deformity
• Stable ligaments
• No major  stiffness
• Symptoms severity compatible  

w. replacment
• Patient eligible for surgery

(general condition)

In the « stretched »  indications
• Additional minor  compartment

desease
• ACL / PCL deficiency and laxity
• Age > 80 yo / <55yo
• Overweight



Planing
TIBIAL CUT (+++) joint line level and “correction”
Distal femoral cut
Posterior femoral cut , Size
TRIALS
Definitive  fixation

UKA is a technical demanding procedure
Keypoint to  expect good results

INDICATION , TECHNIQUE & ORIENTATION, TIME after IMPLANTATION 



Avoid Contraindications

• Inflammatory joint deseases
• Evoluted Knee arthritis with bi/tri compartimental

arthritis
•Big (osseous)  diformity espacially espacially if  fixed
• knee bone flexum >  10°

•All the  others ares  considered as  « relative » 
contraindications



What can we expect from UKA ?

Many papers showing good and  convergent results in medial &  
lateral UKA 

Good  satisfaction of the  patients with no big influence  of  the 
prosthesis design itself

10-year-survivorship is between 70 % (Lidgren 2002) and  98 % (Berger 
1999, Murray 1998)



What can we expect from UKA ?

• 720 cases mean FU 62 months
• Increas of IKS knee score is 30 POINTS 
• IKS improve by 23,6 in men & 17,3 

points in women
• IKS knee score preop 60 +/-14 to 90 +/-11 

post op
• IKS function score preop 60 +/-19 to 82

+/-17 post op N = 944 UKA, retrospective multicentrique study



What can we expect from UKA ?



UKA : mobile or  fixed ?

M Rickman

Ø Polyethylene WEAR : 0,7 mm v. 1,5 mm @ 10 years

o 0.07 MM / year (mobile) 

o 0,15 MM : year ( fixed St George Sled-2004

Ø Lower interface stresses = less loosening not  shown by 

clinical studies

Ø More technical forgiving : result of  congruency

Ø Less tibial resection due to minimum polyethylene
thickness
• Mobile  = 3 mm

• Fixed = 6 mm



UKA : mobile or  fixed ?

M Rickman

Functional outcomes in the literature : identical
Metanalysis by Smith (2009)

12,7 % revision rate at 10 years – MOBILE bearing
11,6 % revision rate at  10 years – FIXED bearing

Registry data favours fixed bearings

Potential Dislocation Risk with mobile bearings



Tibial implant fixation 

Mobile bearing cimentless
Full cimented PE
Cimented mobile bearing

Gleeson & Al : J Arthroplasty 2004
• Full PE
• Less complication , less pain

Lustig & Al : Traumato surg research 2009
• Excellent results @ 10 years
• 95,6% survival rate

Seeger & AL : Arthroscopy 2012:
• Cadaveric study on porotique bone
• More fracture with cementless

Ranawat @ Al : JBJS Br 2012
• TKR : Level 3 & 4 : no difference
• TKR : level 1 & 2 : cemented is better



Tibial implant fixation 

SFHG 2013 Philippe CARTIER…

2 « reasonnable » choices :

ØMobile Bearings cimentless
ØFull cimented PE in Fixed Bearings

But …



UKA : mode of failure

Collected in 25 centres over a 31-year period

Radiological wear  
of PE insert 

7%

OA progression to 
the medial

Compartment
14%

Clinical wear
With Metallosis

6,5 % 

Isolated aseptic
LOOSENING

Tibia (25%) T+F (15%)
Technical faulty

Implantation technique
6,5 %



UKA : mode of failure

The study provided valuable
information on time to failure
in UKAs, which was
surprisingly short in some
cases. Early failure can be
caused by defective material
or faulty surgical technique

TECHNIQUE is of IMPORTANCE

Epinette - 2012



UKA in lateral OA

The survivorship in our patient population is similar to previously
published long-term series, and is comparable to the results reported
for medial UKA. In particular, we have not found young age to be a 
contraindication to this procedure. 

Progression of medial disease is the most significant factor leading to 
reoperation.



UKA in lateral OA

S. Lustig 2014

Revision
Revision
+ med OA



Return to sport after UKA ?

• Recreational :activities : YES 
• Sport : YES
• Same intensity / duration : NO
• MILD or MID impact sports 



Aged people  with  low demand
UKA : § in ACL deficient knees

§ Associated FP (minor) arthritis
§ Global arthritis with predominant medial OA

Extended Indications

82 YO
Flessum  10°
84 kg 



YOUNG PATIENTS



YOUNG PATIENTS

Authors report high patient satisfaction with both procedures.
Younger patients undergoing UKA had better satisfaction and a higher
likelihood of having their expectations met than TKA patients of the
same age group. The older the patient group was, the less significant
the differences. 

Patients w. UKA U55 : 96 % good/excellent
Patients w. TKR  U55 : 81 % good/excellent results



ELDERLY PATIENTS

UKA (120) v. TKR (180)

>75 ans 

Medial OA

Survival

5 years survivorship

Due to its less invasive nature, patients older than 75 

undergoing UKA demonstrated faster initial recovery when

compared to TKA, while maintaining comparable complications

and midterm survivorship. UKA should be offered as an option 

in the elderly patient who fits the selection criteria for UKA.



ELDERLY PATIENTS

Knee arthroplasty should be considered a reasonable treatment
for OA in octogenarians, as they are expected to live an additional
10 years postoperatively.
TKA remains the standard treatment for octogenarians with OA, 
UKA should be considered a viable alternative in the properly

selected patient. 7.5% of octogenarians having TKAs were
suitable candidates for UKAs. 

Elderly patients subjected to same selection criteria for UKAs as 
the general population tolerated the procedure with minimal 
complications,achieved short-term clinical improvements, were
satisfied with the results



UKA in ACL deficient knee

Level 4
HTO 
HTO  + ACL rec
UKA 
UKA + ACL
Mobile / fixed UKA



UKA in ACL deficient knee

The most important finding of the present study is that the revision
rate following both HTO and UKA is significantly lower when ACL 

reconstruction is performed
Limited conlusions for OPTIMAL treatment



UKA after HTO

Previous HTO :
• Hypocorrected: no problem. Pay

attention to tibial SLOPE
• Hypercorrection : much more 

complicated to correct. CAUTION

Removal of HTO hardw. In a separated procedure



UKA and alignment / correction of deformity

Failure UKA :

Ø WEAR of the cartilage in the opposite compartment

Ø WEAR in the polyethylene tibial implant

Limb alignment influences both of these 2 factors in the long term

• overcorrection in valgus of the preoperative deformity (HKA > 180°) associated with an increased risk of 

degenerative changes in the opposite compartment. 

• Severe undercorrection in varus of the deformity (HKA < 170°) was associated with increased wear in the 

tibial component and recurrence of the deformity which was indicative of polyethylene wear.

For medial implants that were implanted in moderate varus (hip-knee-ankle angle of 171 degrees to 179 degrees) 

the rate of wear of the polyethylene was less than in knees with severe undercorrection and the risk of degenerative

changes in the opposite compartment was low.

N= 58 patient

Ac FU = 15 yeass

BALANCE between both



UKA with FP arthritis

Clinical > radiological :
• Quadriceps trophycity
• PAIN on FP joint

• FP arthritis + pain = TKR
• FP slight arthtritis + few pain = could be a UKA



Conclusion

Peter VERDONK said : the  probleme with this debate around the  
choice between HTA , UNI TKR … is that we discuss since years and 
we still don’t know what is the  best option !

2nd conclusion : it was a  great day for skiing in Val d’Isère !!!





MERCI  et  bienvenue à BORDEAUX!


